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7 Claims. 

This invention relates to the separation of 
solids from Vliquids by sedimentation devices or 
tanks variously called thickeners, clariflers, set 
tlers and the like, their major characteristic be 
ing that liquid is fed thereto for treatment, and 
therefrom there iiows as emuent by one path de 
canted clariiled liquid and by another path there 
are Withdrawable solids that have settled in the 
form of sediment from the quiescent liquid in 
the clariiler. This sediment is called variously 
sludge, pulp, or slime depending upon the indus 
try in which the device is used. When a device 
of this type is used to clarify liquid of organic 
solids, the sediment is referred to as sludge and 
the device as a clarifier. When used to recover 
inorganic solids from liquid, such as in metal 
lurgy, the sediment-is referred to as pulp or slime 
and since the sediment is said to be thickened, 
the device for so doing is called a thickener. 
Such devices, as used today, are usually pro 

vided with travelling means for impelling sedi 
ment to discharge from the tank. These means 
include travelling or rotating arms equipped with 
sediment impellers usually called rakes, scrap- _ 
ers or blades. 

, When such settler tanks are used to treat 
liquids having readily settleable inorganic solids, 
little difficulty is encountered but when settlers 
are used to clarify liquids of organic solids, trou 
ble is experienced. 
sedimentation appear to be thrown out of kilter 
when treating iiocculatable solids. It has only 
lately been found that when treating iloccul'at 
able solids, fiocculation tends to take place and 
this hinders sedimentation because conditions 
conducive to these two phenomena are opposite 
and contradictory. Flocculation requires an agi 
tative condition while sedimentation requires 
quiescence. 
On the other hand it was well known that 

well-ilocculated solids are readily settleable-so 
engineers began to try to ñocculate the solids 
before exposing them to sedimentation. This 
was done in separate independent zones. But 
next it was found that the ilocs so formed ̀ were 
fragile to such an extent that during transfer 
of the lloc-laden liquid from the fiocculation 
zone to the sedimentation zone, the ñocs were 

Indeed, the usual laws of  

Ul 

disintegrated and broken down. This is serious _ 
because when once disintegrated, it is practi- ' 
cally impossible to re-iiocculate the previov 
ilocculated material. ‘ 
This difficulty can be overcome by having the 

flocculatlon zone and the sedimentation zone in 
one basin or tank whereby the rice-laderl liquid 

could be transferred directly to the settling zone 
whereby there was no harmful influence exerted 
on the flocs. This juxtaposed arrangement has 
proved feasible and eiiicient in certain types of 
equipment such as where the iiocculation zone 
could be superposed on the settling zone, as ex 
emplifled in the patent to Downes, No. 1,752,789, 
and in rectangular tanks where the flocculation 
zone could be located in the head end of the 
settling tank, as exempliiied in the patents to 
Smith No. 1,893,451 and to Darby No. 2,087,851. 
But new problems were presented when such a 
direct relationship is to be arranged between a 
iiocculation zone and a surrounding sedimenta 
tion zone having horizontally-concentric dispo 
sltion with respect to each other as for example 
in a round clarifier (a type having admitted high 
clarifying efñciency). Various attempts to solve 
these problems were made, but that oil'ered by 
this invention seems to be the most feasible and 
satisfactory. 
More particularly, this invention may be said 

to emphasize the horizontally concentric location 
of a iiocculation zone within a round sedimenta 
tion tank, or one that is substantially round, and 
equipped with sediment impelling rakes that ro 
tate about a vertical axis, and wherein the liquid 
to be treated is fed ñrst to the flocculation zone. 
The ñocculation zone is characterized in that 
it yields integrated ilocs conditioned for settle 
ability resulting from the use in that zone of 
current producing mechanism having an assem 
bly of angulariy disposed blades moving in re 
petitive paths extending from a center of mo 
tion. In other words. each of the blades shown 
is disposed at an angle-the sides of which an 
gle are horizontal--to the horizontal path of 
travel of the blade, that is, all of the blades ex 
tend vertically and are positioned so that the 
horizontal sections thereof horizontally-slant. or 
have horizontal angular disposition with respect 
to the radial line extending horizontally from 
the center of motion and passing through the 
respective sections. The flocculation zone can 
be satisfactorily fed from beneath the liquid 
level in the sedimentation tank such as by 
means of an inverted siphon or U-shaped feed 
pipe. The outlet arrangement from the floc 
culation zone is important, for the docs must 
not only be removed therefrom without damage 
thereto but the bottom must have settled or sedi- ' 
mented ilocs swept therefrom into the sedimen 
tation zone. 'I‘he reason is that the fiocs contain 
organic material that tends to become septic. 

55 septic conditions must be avoided b'y Eem the 
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ñocs out of the flooculation zone with promptness 
and assurance. T'he outlet is disposed in the 
bottom section oi the i'locculation zone and pro 
vides a path along which the settled integrated 
and conditioned fiocs drift in a general down 
ward direction. As the preferred form, the doc 
culation zone is disposed at a height above a por 
tion of the sludge raking mechanism. the iin 
ished ñocs from the ilocculation zone should not 
be emitted too rapidly into the sedimentation 
zone. To prevent this it is proposed herein to 
provide a substantially annular outlet from the 
ñocculation zone that is bamed so that the iin 
ished fiocs in passing from the fiocculation zone 
to the sedimentation zone, to some extent under 
the action oi’ gravity, are caused to move with a 
slow change of direction- within the ñocculation 
zone and then downwardly and inwardly into 
the sedimentation zone. More particularly the 
invention proposes a circular baille (that may 
rotate) interposed ln the main bottom outlet of 
the nocculation zone to dampen any momentum 
attained by the ilnished tiocs so that they pass 
from the ilocculation zone centrlpetally to the 
sedimentation zone and are directed downwardly 
and preferably inwardly but with a minimum 
of velocity. Passage of the finished ilocs to the 
sedimentation zone in a downward direction is 
important and also that the transfer takes place 
near the bottom of the sedimentation zone by 
means of sweeping current impulses. More par 
ticularly, the invention resides in the structures 
herein proposed for use, their cooperative rela 
tionships, and the steps of treatment carried out 
by them. 
One manner of carrying out this invention is 

to supply liquid from which suspended solids are 
to be removed or recovered, to the herein pro 
posed nocculating clarifier combination through 
a pipe or conduit that passes from outside of the 
combination apparatus beneath the liquid level 
in the tank thereof and indeed preferably beneath 
the ñoor of the tank, to a centrally located iloc 
culation zone that is encircled byíbut function 
ally separated from a surrounding sedimentation 
zone equipped with travelling rakes for impell 
ing sediment to discharge or withdraw from the 
tank. The tank is provided with an outflow for 
eiiiuent of clarified liquid. 
The fiocculatión zone is provided with bladed 

agitative means adapted to cause a multitude of 
collisions between suspended solids and other par 
ticles of turbidity in the liquid under such con 
ditions oi agitation as to be conducive to the 
agglomeration and coagmentatlon or amassment 
of the suspended solids into flocs yof settleable 
size and density. That is, floc nuclei are caused 
by being deiiected repetitively laterally from the 
blades to meander around in the liquid oi' the 
flocculation zone for 'the purpose of colliding 
with other ñocs and solids to produce large eol 
onies of ilocs and solids. Further motion oi these 
tend to roll them up or otherwise make them 

10. 

Il 

dense. As they increase in size and density their ‘ 
settleability *tends to increase, and indeed they 
start downwardly in settlement, but the agitative 
means used is such that settling iiocs are dis 
turbed in their settling and again caused to 
meander through the liquid. 

Flocs ultimately grow until the agitatlve means 
no longer sweeps them back into circulation, 
whereupon they descend to a point where they 
and their carrying liquid vehicle iiow or drift 
from the nocculation zone directly to the encir 
cling sedimentation sono under conditions where- 7o iloeculation zone 
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by they are not disintegrated and whereby the 
agitation existing in the ñocculation zone does 
not reach into the sedimentation zone to harm 
fully disturb the necessary quiescence therein. To 
that end a dividing bottom wall or partition is 
provided between the ilocculation and sedimenta 
tion zones that is made permeable or apertured 
for the transfer of lloc-laden liquid to th sedi 
mentation zone but not permeable to the ta 
tive effects existing in the ilocculation zone. It 
is desired to have the nnished iioc transfer take 
place from the bottom section of the ilocculation 
zone due to co-action between the agitating 
blades and the construction of bottom so that 
the bottom of the iiocculation zone is continually 
swept substantially clean of settled or sedimented 
flocs. The attainment of this end is helped by 
coning or inclining downwardly the bottom of 
the iiocculation zone. The leed of liquid to be 
flocculated and subsequently clarified is fed to 
the annular iiocculation zone through an up 
standlng conduit that penetrates the sedimenta 
tion zone through its bottom and rises upwardly 
through the bore oi the ilocculation zone. It is 
provided with outlet means in the upper region 
oi' the flocculation zone and equipped preferably 
with some arrangement to cause a distribution of 
the feed liquid released into the nocculation zone. 
The upstanding conduit means is connected with 
a further conduit means extending preferably 
beneath the bottom or the sedimentation tank 
and connected to a source of supply liquid. 
The agitative devices depended upon for iloc 

culation comprise to advantage a combination 
ot angularly disposed moving and stationary 
bladed or paddle members. The vertical dis 
position of these members has been found satis 
factory. These members are located within the 
ilocculation zone and the movable members are 
impelled from the same type of motivating de 
.vice as that which causes the sludge rakes to 
rotate. . 

In general the liquid to be flocculated has to 
be held in the ilocculation zone for such a de 
tention period that the ilocculation zone is almost 
as large as the sedimentation zone. This is par 
ticularly apparent when one observes a ñoccula 
tion zone and a sedimentation zone arranged in 
sequence in a substantially rectangular tank. 
This detention time or detention capacity oi the 
ñocculation zone seems necessary to avoid short 
circuiting and therefore to attain effective floccu 
lation. Therefore, it was not to be expected that 
a ñocculation zone could be arranged surrounded 
by a sedimentation zone but upon experimenting 
and testing it became demonstrated that the con 
centric arrangement of this invention is not only 
desirable but highly practicable. 
In iiocculation it has been thought lately that 

it was dangerous to change direction of flow-of 
flocculated liquid for fear of damaging the fragile 
ilocs which when once disintegrated are al] but 
impossible to re-flocculate. At nrst glance the 
embodiment chosen to illustrate this invention 
will give the impression that there is much chang 
ing of direction of the incoming liquid. which 
flows substantialy horizontally, then vertically, 
then horizontally into the inner ilocculation 
zone-passing on its way through ported feed 
openings in an inner tubular member or rake-arm 
carrying shell, and also through apertures in an 
outer tubular cage, drum or frame providing a 
motivated vertically-extending support oi' a hori 
zontally-tunable blade carrying means. In the 

the liquid is agitated and di 
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rected by the conjoint functioning of stationary 
baille members and movable paddles whereby 
agitated liquid is continually moved toward the 
incoming liquid. Liquid from the flocculation 
zone continually passes through a sinuous path 
formed by a tapered apertured bottom of the 
flocculation zone which in the construction shown 
is obstructed by a horizontal baille. Nevertheless, 
this change oi' direction seems to take place with 
such gentleness and low velocity that the flocs are 
not detrimentall'y damaged thereby. 
The mounting and driving of this complex or 

compound mechanism presents a problem not only 
because it is desired that they all be supported 
from above the liquid level in the clariiier, but 
because the different moving parts have to travel 
diñ'erent relative speeds. ‘At the same time it is 
preferable to use only one motor if such be pos 
sible. The problem was solved by providing an 
overhead support for the motor and its associ 
ated driven parts. From the same support de 
pend the defining walls of the ñocculation zone. 
The rotating paddles in the ñocculation zone are 
driven through a drive head and speed reducer 
from the motor all suitably supported. The mo 
tor also drives a clarifier drive head mechanism 
from which the mechanism depends, and accord 
ing to the form shown there is a cylinder` or drum 
forming a vertical and outlet section of an in 
fluent conduit. This drum rotates and carries 
with it the substantially radial arms that are 
disposed beneath the ñocculation zone. The arms 
carry the sludge raking blades that impel sedi 
ment or sludge discharge. Encircling the indu 
ent drum that also rotates the sludge rake arms, 
is the outer drum which in this case is rotated 
not from the clarifier drive head but from the 
flocculator drive head and associated with it are 
the movable paddles in the iiocculation zone. 
Thus the movable paddles in the fiocculation zone 
can be driven at a speed dlfl'erent, or perhaps we 
should say, greater than the much lower speeded 
sludge rake arms. Such a device is operable 
continuously and is well adapted to treat liquid 
bearing organic solids that go septic on standing, 
(such as sewage) because sediment is continually 
mechanically removed from the door of the sedi 
mentation zone-and no substantial quantity 
thereof accumulates on the floor of the ñoccula 
tion zone because the agitative devices are de 
signed to sweep them either back into suspension, 
or out from the ilocculation zone into the sedi 
mentation zone. Details of construction de 
scribed hereinafter are important but need not 
be referred to in this general statement about 
the practice of the invention. ' 
In the accompanying drawings constituting a 

part of this specification. there is illustrated one 
form of apparatus that embodies or realizes the 
invention and the underlying features thereof. 
It is to be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the specific form and construction 
shown as it may be embodied in various forms 
and modifications without departing from the 
spirit or scope of the invention as defined in and 
by the claims of this specification. 

'I'he illustrated apparatus of this invention may 
be described as embodying a main sedimentation 
basin or zone provided by a settling tank, the 
bottom of which is mechanically raked by an 
assemblage of raking mechanism that is turnable 
in horizontal paths about a vertically-extending 
axis. The interior of the tank is divided by an 
intermediate partial partitioning means into an 
inner or centrally-disposed flocculation zone that 
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is in constant hydraulic communication through 
an annular orifice providing portion with the 
outer or surrounding sedimentation zone wherein 
quiescent conditions are maintained favorable to 
settling of settlcable solids from the liquid in said 
zone. This annular oriñce providing portion, 
through which constant hydraulic communica 
tion is maintained between the iiocculation zone 
and the sedimentation zone, is shown in the 
drawings as being constructed and disposed so 
that incident to a passing of incoming liquid 
into the fiocculation zone there is a consequent 
passing of flocculated liquid from the lower por 
tion thereof through the orifice into the sedi 
mentation zone in a direction downwardly and 
preferably radially inwardly into an underlying 
portion of the body of liquid undergoing sedi 
mentation within the sedimentation zone. 
In the accompanying drawings: Fig. 1 is a 

vertical sectional view of a combined ñocculation 
and sedimentation unit or apparatus designed 
for realizing the invention, and Fig. 2 is a plan 
view of the unit or apparatus shown in Fig. l. 
The sedimentation basin or zone is provided 

by a settling tank I shown as having a down 
wardly and inwardly sloping main bottom 2 and 
an upwardly-extending marginal or boundary 
wall 3. This tank has associated therewith an 
influent supply or liquid feeding means 4 which 
comprises an inwardly and relatively horizon 
tally-extending tubular section 5 leading to 
tubular sections 6 and l, the latter of which' is 
apertured at 8 whereby the apertured portions 

` serve as feed delivery openings leading from 
33 
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65 

70 

the feed supply means and delivering liquid 
passing therethrough into the inner zone or 
fiocculation section of the tank. The apertured 
portion of tubular section 1 constitutes a ported 
section providing influent discharge ports at the 
terminal 0f the iniiuent supply means of which 
the tubular section constitutes a part. In the 
construction shown the tubular section 6 is in 
fact in the form of an elbow having a passage 
way therethrough which progressively decreases 
in cross-sectional area and the tubular section 
'l provides an upflow conduit having the feed 
discharge apertures 8 leading from the upper 
portions thereof. The tubular sections 5, 6 and 
1 constitute part of what is frequently referred 
to in this art as an inverted syphon type of 
liquid feeding means leading to and delivering 
into a liquid-treating or sedimentation tank. 
The tank has an overflow member 9 providing 

a weir that determines the normal operative 
level of the liquid within the tank and past 
which supernatant liquid overflows from the 
upper portion of the sedimentation zone into 
a. marginal launder il from which the emuent 
overflow passes to any suitable place of use or 
to other place serving as a receiving space there 
for. In order to prevent any floating debris or 
scum from entering the weir and pass into the 
launder li, a circumferential ring or baille itl 
is ñxed to the upper end of the wall 3. The 
upper edge of the baille extends above the liquid 
level and is suitably spaced from the wall 3. 
The bottom of the tank is constructed so as 

to provide a sump l2 suitable for receiving sedi 
mented material passed thereto by the sediment 
raking mechanism which operates over the tank 
bottom. This sump I! constitutes a part of a 
structural portion or section which may be re 
ferred to as a sediment discharge means leading 
from the lower interior portion of the tank and 
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in this connection it will be observed that a pipe 
I3 leading from this sump constitutes a part of 
said means and serves in the hydraulically con 
veying of sedimented material from the tank to 
any locality or place to which the sedimented 
material is to be passed. 

In the apparatus shown, there is a beam or 
truss construction I4 extending across the tank 
and supported from opposite portions of the 
marginal wall of the tank. This beam or truss 
construction embodies a pair of channel or I 
beams I5 and IB connected by cross tie members 
I1 and I8 constituting cross braces, 'I'he beams 
may be considered as further tied together by 
floor plates I9 that are disposed so as to provide 
a walkway from the marginal portion of the 
tank to operating mechanism located at or above 
the central portion of the tank. 
Reference has heretofore been made to travel 

ling means for impelling sediment to discharge 
from the tank. This very slowly moving means 
is provided by an assemblage of raking mecha 
nisms having or providing bladed elements that 
function over a bottom of the tank, the purpose 
of which is to engage sedimented material at 
the bottom of the tank and to impel and convey 
the sedimented material without rolling it from 
diverse sections of the tank bottom toward and 
to the sump or sediment discharge section I2 as 
the raking elements turn in closed horizontal 
paths about a vertically-extending axis. 
In the construction shown this assemblage of 

raking mechanism comprsies outwardly-extend 
ing rake-carrying arms 20 which embody or carry 
raking blades 2l providing sludge-engaging mem 
bers that collectively constitute a sediment-rak 
ing element or sediment-raking elements and 
which function progressively to collect and trans 
fer sedimented solids downwardly along the slop 
ing floor until the solids transferred thereby are 
ultimately received into the sump or solids-re 
ceiving section I2 heretofore referred to. 
The rake-carrying arms are in turn supported 

from a carrying shell or drum member 1 that en 
compasses and is horizontally turnable about a 
vertically-extending axis. The arm-carrying 
shell or carrier drum is embodied in or embodies 
the horizontally-turnable tubular section 1 that 
provides the upflow feed conduit heretofore re 
ferred to and winch, as already pointed out, con 
stitutes a part of the influent feed means.A ' 
The rake-carrying arms 2li are arranged as 

a pair and extend in opposite directions fromrthe 
arm-carrying shell 1. The inner ends 23 of the 
arms are connected to and carried from the lower 
end of this rotatable drum member and they 
derive further carrying support from the drum 
through the medium of tension rods 24 which 
can be adjusted as to length by the screws or 
bolts 25. In this way the elevation or position 
of the outer ends of the arms relative to the floor 
or bottom of the settling tank can be adjusted 
to a limited extent. The upper end of this drum 
is supported by and from a shaft 21 which in 
turn is supported from and through the medium 
of a turnable gear 28. constituting part of a moti 
vated actuating mechanism 2B, and which gear 
is in turn mounted on a stationary bearing mem 
ber 29 carried by the beam or truss construction 
I4 heretofore referred to. A motivated mech 
anism having a gear suitable for rotatably driv 
ing and supportlngthe shaft 21 lust referred to 
is shown in the Scott Patent No. 2,087,725 oi’ 
July 20, 1937 and further description of the mech 
anism and parts by which the shaft 21 and the 
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arm-carrying shell 1 may be turnably supported 
and operated in the required manner is not nec 
essary in view of the disclosure in said patent. 
Reverting now to the inñuent supply means, it 

will be noted that it also comprises a pipe end II 
that supplies liquid to be treated to the horizon 
tally-extending influent supply conduit means 
shown in section in the lower left hand portion 
0f Fig. 1.` Feed supplied as influent through 
pipe having end 3i is delivered through a rela 
tively straight iiow unobstructed cylindrical pas 
sageway to a location whereat it is delivered di 
rectly into the elbow section 6 from whence the 
inñuent liquid passes into the upliow leg pro 
vided within the rotatable arm-carrying shell or 
member 1 heretofore referred to. In connection 
with the construction lust referred to it will be 
noted that a fixed inñuent sealing member 33 
provided on the elbow section Ii extends into 
and has overlapping relationship with respect 
to the lower end of the rotatable tubular mem 
ber or arm-carrying shell 1 by which the up 
ilow leg of the influent supply means is provided. 
The overlap oi' this inlluent seal is sufficient to 
prevent any substantial leakage of influent be 
tween the ?xed member of the sealing construc 
tion and the lower end of the turnable arm-car 
I'Ying shell 1. 
The settling tank has a partial partitioning 

means functionally dividing the liquid-holding 
portion thereof-into horizontally-concentric inner 
flocculation and outer sedimentation zones that 
are in constant hydraulic communication with 
each other through a submerged passageway area 
left by or in the partial partitioning means. This 
partial partitioning means in the construction 
shown embodies an intermediate wall or cylin 
drical baille section 4I which is supported from 
the transverse beam or truss construction I4 
through the medium of the horizontal trans 
verse carriers provided by channelmembers 42 
and 43 to which the wall 4I is connected as by 
means of the angle members 44. At the lower 
end of this cylindrical wall section 4I there is 
carried an annular floor portion 45. This annu 
lar bottom portion is preferably secured to the 
cylindrical wall 4l in a manner to make a rela 
tively tight marginal joint, as by welding, and 
this bottom portion provides a central oriñce or 
discharge passageway area through which said 
turnable arm-carrying shell 1 extends vertically. 
The partial partitioning means may also be con 
sidered as comprising a circular plate or baille 
46. This circular plate constitutes a floor mem 
ber or section whose outer margin is spaced above 
and overlies the inner edge of the orifice and 
the annular bottom portion 45 just referred to. 
In the construction shown this circular plate 46 
is secured to and turns with the turnable arm 
carrying shell 1 that carries the raking-arms 2Il 
from a section below the circular plate 46. 

'I'he members 45 and 46 constitute the lower 
portion of the partial partitioning means and are 
vertically-spaced above the main floor of the tank. 
0f these members the annular bottom portion 45 
may be referred to as a stationary outwardly 
disposed bottom section having a central dis 
charge opening and the member 46, which has 
been described as a circular plate or baille, may 
be referred to as a central plate disposed at an 
elevation higher than that of the central dis 
charge opening of the bottom section 45 whereby 
an annular or annulate type of passageway is 
constantly left between the outwardly-disposed 
bottom section and the central plate. In the 
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construction shown the central plate 45 is sup 
ported independently oi’ the outwardly-disposed 
bottom section 45. The central plate 45 is hori 
zontally-turnable about a vertical- axis and rela 
tive to said stationary bottom section 45, and 
has extent to a locality proximate the opening 
deiining-edge of the bottom section 45 whereby 
there is realized and provided an endless non 
obstructed passageway between the iiocculation 
and sedimentation zones. 
The cylindrical wall section 4I, the annular 

bottom portion 45 and the circular iloor plate 
45 in effect provide the partial partitioning 
means which divide the interior of the settling 
tank into concentric inner and outer ñocculation 
and sedimentation zones that are in constant hy 
draulic communication through an annular outlet 
left in the bottom portion of the partitioning 
means. 
In connection with the annular door plate 

section 45 which is carried by and from the cylin 
drical wall of the partial partitioning means, it 
Wil be noted that this annular bottom member 
is coned, that it has a downward and inward 
slope. It is associated/with the circular baille 
member 45 in a manner whereby there is pro 
vided the annular oriiice or outlet passageway 
within the partial partitioning means. As in 
coming liquid is fed into the ñocculation zone 
there takes place a passage of ñocculated liquid 
along a downward and radial inwardly-inclined 
path, to wit., centripetally downward into that 
portion of the liquid which is immediately below 
the ñocculation zone but which constitutes a part 
of the body of liquid detained in the quiescent 
sedimentation zone. It also follows that inci 
dent to the feed within the flocculation zone 
and the displacement o! the liquid therefrom into 
the sedimentation zone, there is a consequent 
and corresponding passing oi supernatant liquid 
from the upper portion of the sedimentation zone 
and as overflow past the marginal weir 9 into 
the eiiluent launder II with which the tank is 
provided. Fixed baille or bladed ñow-retarding 
and flow directing members 5I, 52, 53 and 54 
are respectively carried by and depend from sta 
tionary baille supports 55, 55, 51 and V55 which 
in turn are carried by channel members 59 that 
are in turn secured to the beams or truss con 
struction I4. The baille supports 55, 55, 51 and 
55 are shown as being in the form of hat horizon 
tal plates that are suitably secured to the channel 
members 55 and to an edge portion of each of 
these horizontal plates there is secured in any 
suitable manner the upper end of the respective 
iixed baille or flow-directing blades 5I, 52, 53 or 
54, as the case may be, whereby such ñxed baf 

g fles or blades extend downwardly or depend from 
the place of support. In the structural arrange 
ment shown these stationary bladed members or 
bames extend vertically and are horizontally 
spaced at diverse radial distances from the ver 
tical axis about which the sediment-raking mech 
anism turns. 
Within the iiocculation zone, there are also em 

ployed sets of movable vertically-extending liquid 
agitating blade assemblies or flocculating means 
that include such members as agitating or floc 
culating paddles 55, 5|, 52, 53 and 54 which ex 
tend from paddle-carrying arm structures 55 
which in turn are carried by and extend radi 
ally from an outer turnable cage, drum or frame 
55, that encircles or surrounds the arm-carrying 
shell 1. The paddle carrying arm structure 55 
and the turnable cage, drum or frame support 
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5 
ing the same may be collectively referred to as 
a horizontally-tunable paddle support from 
which certain paddles extend vertically. The 
upper portion of this cage is apertured at 22, 
or provided with suitable openings. whereby in 
coming liquid passing the discharge openings 5 
of the ported section of the tubular rake arm 
carrier 'I can pass into the liquid-holding por 
tion of the inner ñocculation zone. The upper 
end of the outer turnable structure or horizon 
tally-turnable paddle support has a ring gear 51 
which is tumably supported upon a stationary 
bearing member 55 that. in turn derives support 
from the transverse beam or truss construction 
I4. The outer structure turns about a vertically 
extending axis that is concentric with the axis 
about which the rake-carrying arms turn and 
it is actuated by any suitable motivating mech 
anism ‘I0 such as one employing a motor 59 
operating through the medium of speed reduc 
ing and power transmission gearing ‘Il and pref 
erably regulatable in a manner whereby the veloc 
ity of turning movement of the outer turnable 
structure and thus of the docculating blades car 
ried thereby. can be adjusted to the proper op 
erative requirements, to wit, at such a rate as 
will produce agitation conducive to floc forma 
tion and floc amassment within the iiocculation 
zone. 'I'he frame or structure 55 by which these 
movable ñocculating paddles or blades 55, 5I, 52 
and 53 are supported from the turnable outer 
structure is shown as comprising upper and lower 
radial members ‘I2 and ‘I3 and tension member 14 
whereby a suitably braced paddle-carrying arm 
is formed. The vertically-extending ñocculating 
paddles 5II etc. are mounted by being secured at 
the lower ends thereof to said rotating paddle 
supporting arm or frame 55. More specincally 
the ñocculating paddles or blades 55, 5I, 52, 53 
and 54 may be described as supported from the 
radial members as ‘I2 of the arm-providing struc 
ture 55 through the medium of iiat horizontally 
extending connecting plates 55“, 5I“, 52“, 55“ and 
54", as the case may be, which are suitably se 
cured to the radial members as 'I2 and to which 
there are secured the lower end portions of said 
ilocculating paddles or blades so that they extend 
upwardly from the said connecting plates by 
which they are in turn carried. It will be noted 
that the stationary bearings, by which the sedi 
ment-raking assemblage and the nocculating 
means are carried, are located above the normal 
level of the liquid, which level is determined by 
the overflow weir of the eiiluent withdrawal 
means. 
As to the fixed bladed members 5|, 52 53 and 

54 they are of variant and gradient sizes with 
the ones having the smaller size or lesser Width 
nearest the center of the tank and with the 
ones having the larger or broader faces out 
wardly disposed proximate the interior of the 
intermediate or cylindrical wall 4I of the partial 
partitioning means. The ñocculating paddles or 
bladed movable members 50, 5I, 52, 53 and 54 
are shown of equal breadth. They have radial 
disposition along the carrying structure there 
for and are positioned so as to pass through 
the spaces left between the ñxed blades 5I, 52, 
53 and 54. „ 
The agitating paddles or movable blades 55, 5 I, 

52, 5I and 54 move as sets in circular paths in 
the general direction indicated by the arrow A. 
This general direction will be referred to as the 
direction of forward movement not only for the 
sets of movable paddles of the iiocculating mech 
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anism, but also as indicating the forward move 
ment for the sediment-raking mechanism. The 
angular velocity of the forward movement of the 
sediment-raking mechanism is less than the an 
nular velocity of the flocculating assemblage. 
Of the stationary bladed members 5I, 52. 5I 

and 5l it will be noted that the rear face of 
each blade 5I on horizontal lines extends sub 
stantially radially and that the rear faces of the 
other blades B2, 53 and il on horizontal lines 
extend inwardly and forwardly or as otherwise 
expressed, the rear face of each blade has a for 
ward and lateral slant. Each of these station 
ary blades, by the rear face portions thereof, 
are relied upon to retard and direct the flow 
of forwardly moving liq'uid engaged or inñuenced 
thereby and which forward flow or movement of 
liquid is induced or impelled by the front face 
portions of the forwardly movable paddles B0, 
Il, n, B3 and Il. Each movable paddle 6l has 
a rearward inward slope or as otherwise ex 
pressed, a rearward lateral inclination or slant 
and passes through the ?xed space provided be 
tween stationary blades and tends to impel liquid 
forwardly and inwardly as toward a ñxed deflect 
ing and retarding blade lil. Each movable pad 
die Il and B2 has a rearwardly and inwardly ex 
tending front face portion. These paddles Il 
and I1 move as a set forwardly and to and 
throughñ the space between the fixed deflecting 
blades 52 and 53. The tendency of the directed 
flow is forwardly and inwardly because of the 
forward and inward extent of the fixed blades 
52 and 53 and of the rearward and inward extent 
of the movable paddles Il and 62. This forward 
and inward tendency creates a reflected flow in 
the form of an outward and forward current ilow 
which will lead to and tends toward the removal 
of material which might otherwise have aftend 
ency to collect as sediment on the circular plate 
or iioor portion It. The movable paddles Il and 
Il are arranged so that the forward face portions 
converge rearwardly toward each other and thus 
as they move forward they tend to deñect the 
liquid engaged thereby into the space between 
them. These two paddles move forwardly and 
through the space between the ñxed blades 53 
and 54. This results in a different type of flow 
action and flow movements within the outer por 
tion of the ñocculation zone and incident to this 
forward movement there is a sufficient but gen 
tle disturbance of a character to tend to main 
tain a relatively clear flow area on the annular 
fioor section I5. 
As the majority of the movable paddles to wit, 

Bl, Bl, 82 and Il have forward faces which slope 
rearwardly and inwardly and as the majority of 
the stationary blades, to wit, i2. BI and M have 
rear faces whichV slope forwardly and inwardly 
they conjointly :f tion due to their angularity, 
to cause the liquid ‘agitated thereby to tend to 
move toward the source of feed or delivery of 
liquid as it is introduced into the ñocculation 
zone. 1n other words, this agitation is of a type 
which brings at least some of the formed or 
developing ñocs into the region of the incoming 
liquid. n 

In order to impart stiffness to each of the 
fixed bladed members ll, I2, Il and Il and to 
each of the movable paddle members GII. BI, i2, 
63 and M there has been provided at least one 
vertically-extending rib or protruding section 
which is indicated by the single protruding por 
tion at the rear face of fixed blades Il, I! and I3 
and by the double protruding portion at the rear 
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21,940 
face of the fixed blade ll, and by the single pro 
truding portion on the forward face of each of 
ghe movable paddle members B0. Il, 82, 6I and 
I. 
It will be noted in connection with the struc 

ture just described, that the movable paddles 
above referred to, move to impart the desired agl 
tatlon to the liquid within the iiocculation zone 
and that the paddle-supporting arms incident to 
the movement aid in imparting flow movements 
to the liquid within the flocculatlon zone where 
by there is avoided any objectionable retention 
of solids on the flow deñning section of the noc 
culation zone. In this way there is insured an 
avoidance of the retention of any objectionable 
deposition on the floor provided by the partial 
partitioning members. Also incident to the turn 
ing movement of this mechanism there is a pro 
duction of iiow currents which tend to aid in 
the movement of ilocculated material downward 
ly and inwardly along the annular sloping bot 
tom portion 4B whereby a desired operation of 
the apparatus will be effectively and efficiently 
maintained. " 

By the operating of the iiocculating mecha 
nism. described, hoc nuclei and docs are first 
amassed or coagmented or integrated but in this 
phase they may be diillcult to settle, so lt becomes 
important to condition them for settleability. 
And this seems best accomplished by sweeping 
into the incoming feed liquid, a multitude of flocs 
that already has attained settleable charac 
teristics. To that end the blades are tilted or 
set at an inclined angle to their path of motion 
whereby settling ßocs are deßected angularly or 
laterally to the region of the released incoming 
feed. Tilting, sloping or lnclining of the sta 
tionary blades or balies in the opposite direction 
also aids in this conjoint deflection of the liquid. 
From what has preceded, and also from the 

disclosures in the drawings hereof, it will be noted 
that the forward or liquid-impelling faces of the 
movable agitating paddles or blades 6l, BI, 82, Bl 
and Bl are inclined or slanted laterally with ref 
erence to their forward horizontal cyclic paths 
that encircle the vertical axis about which they 
move, and that the liquid de?ecting bailies or 
blades I4. Il and 52 are disposed so that their 
rear or liquid deilecting faces are inclined or 
slanted laterally with reference to the forward 
paths of the agitating blades. The foremost ver 
tically extending edge of the agitating paddles 
and the rearmost extending vertical edge of the 
deiiecting balles in elect constitute cutting edges 

. whereby sharp or hammer-like disturbances of 
liquid engaged thereby or engaging the same are 
avoided incident to the conjoint functioning of 
the agitating paddles and the liquid deflecting 
baiiles The vertical agitating blades because of 
their forward cutting edges and rearwardly and 
laterally slanting liquid-impelling faces function 
incident to their forward movement to smoothly 
cut the water and to gently impel the liquid en 
gaged by the faces thereof in lateral horizontal 
paths or directions. The thus horizontally and 
laterally impelled sections of the liquid body en 
gaged thereby have impingement against the de 
iiecting baffles. 'I'he rear cutting edges of said 
dei‘lecting baiiles eñ'ect a gentle cutting and sub 
dividing of the‘liquid sections horizontally moved 
against the baiiies with the further consequential 
result that the laterally and forwardly sloping 
rear faces on the vertically extending bames im 
part further horizontally deflected movement to 
the liquid which was positively directed against 
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the same. ‘The result oi the impelled and de 
ñected movements in diverse horizontal direc 
tions is the realization of numerous successive 
agitative movements in' innumerable relatively 
horizontal directions. In such cases there is real 
ized an effective iioc development that is eilicient 
ly and progressively carried out because of the 
liquid undergoing treatment being detained and 
subjected to such agitative treatment in each 
horizontal section. The liquid thus treated has 
progressive movement from one horizontal sec 
tion to the next. In other words, the liquid un 
dergoing fiocculation treatment has progressive 
general forward movement incident to the feed 
of liquid «for treatment into one horizontal section 
and the delivery of fiocculated liquid from a 
relatively remote or vertically’ spaced horizontal 
section. A function of the impelled lateral hori 
zontal movements and oi' the deflected horizontal 
movements is therefore the avoidance of vertical 
short-circuiting of untreated liquid or of only 
partially treated liquid from liquid receiving sec 
tion to the liquid discharge section of the fioccu 
lation space before proper nocculatlon treatment 
has been accorded thereto. 
We claim: " 
1. Combined fiocculation and sedimentation 

apparatus comprising a continuously operatable 
settler tank divided concentrically into a iloccu 
lation section and a ̀ sedimentation section, of 
which the ñocculation section has less depth 
than that oi.’\the sedimentation section, iloccu 
lating paddles in the ñocculation section, means 
for moving said paddles, means for submergedly 
passing ilocculated liquid from the ñocculation 
section to the deeper sedimentation section. sedi 
ment-raking blade-carrying arms, clariñed eiiiu 
ent outlet means for said sedimentation section 
for determining the operative liquid level there 
in, a sediment discharge, and feed inlet means 
characterized by a centrally located vertically 
disposed rotatably mounted tubular carrier hav 
ing a discharge section forming a rising terminal 
of said inlet means and having said bladed arms 
secured thereto for concurrently rotating said 
bladed arms in the sedimentation section and re 
leasing new feed into the iiocculation section, 
and means for rotating said carrier. 

2. Combined iiocculation and sedimentation 
apparatus comprising a tank having an overnow 
for clarified supernatant that establishes the liq 
uid level of the tank, a sediment discharge, ro 
tatable sediment-impelling mechanism including 
slowly moving sediment contacting blades for 
conveying sediment to said discharge, parti 
tioning means vertically-spaced above the tank 
bottom disposed horizontally-concentric with the 
tank and deiining the inner limits of a sedimen 
tation section and the outer limits of a fioccu 
lation section, means for rotating said mecha 
nism, a feed passagetermlnating in the ñoccula 
tion section for continually releasing ̀ incoming 
feed liquid in substantially radially outward _di 
rections, ilocculating bladed assemblies in said 
iiocculation section having vertically-disposed 
blades angularly disposed to their paths of mo 
tion to deflect liquid inwardly toward said pas 
sages, means for supporting said blades, means 
for moving said blades, and means for submerg 
edly passing ilocculated material from the tioccu 
lation section to the sedimentation section. 

3. Combined ilocculation and sedimentation 
apparatus comprising a tank having an overiiow 
for clariñed supernatant that establishes the liq 
uid level of the tank, a sediment discharge, ro 
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tatable slowly moving sediment-engaging blades 
for conveying sediment to 'said discharge, means 
for rotating said blades. partitioning means ver 
tically-spaced above the lower portion of the tank 
bottom disposed horizontally-concentric with the 
tank and deiining the inner limits of a sedimen 
tation section and the outer limits of a iioccu 
lation section. a feed passage terminating in the 
tlocculation section for continually relasing in 
coming feed liquid therein, movable ilocculat 
ing bladed assemblies in said ilocculation section 
having blades angularly inclined to their paths 
of motion to deiiect liquid toward the region of 
release of feed from said passage, means for 
supporting said blades, means for moving said 
blades, stationary bailes past which said blades 
move, said baiiies also inclined angularly to the 
paths of said blades and directed for further 
contributing to the conjoint deilection ot liquid 
toward the released feed from said e, and 
means for submergedly passing ilocculated ma 
tex-iai from the ilocculation section to the sedi 
mentation section.  

4. A unit ot the class described comprising a 
l tank divided by a partial partitioning means into 
horizontally-concentric inner ñocculation zone 
and an outer sedimentation zone in constant hy 
draulic communication with each other, a feed 
inlet passage to the inner zone, eiiiuent with 
drawal means which determines the normal op 
erative level of the liquid within the tank, a 
sediment discharge, motivated ñocculating 
means having paddles for operation in 
the inner zone at rates of speed conducive to fioc 
coagmentation and ent, means for sup 
porting said paddles, means for moving said pad 
dles; and motivated sediment-raking means op 
erable in the outer sone for transferring settled 
material to said sediment discharge, means for 
rotating said sediment raking means, said par 
tial partitioning means being characterized by 
an outwardly- bottom section having a 
central discharge opening: and a central plate 
disposed at an elevation higher than that of said 
opening whereby a bamed pasasgeway is con 
stantly provided between the outwardly-disposed 
bottom section and the plate. 

5. A unit as de?ned in and by claim 4, acocrd 
ing to which the outwardly-disposed bottom sec 
tion slopes downwardly and inwardly and the 
central plate is iiat and has suilicient radial ex 
tent whereby the marginal edge thereof extends 
proximate the opening denning edge of the iioor 
section so that an endless non-obstructed pas 

_ sageway is thereby provided between the two 
zones. ~ 

(i.` A unit as deñned in and by claim 4, accord 
ins to‘which the outwardly-disposed bottom sec 
tion having a central discharge opening and the 
central plate dispoœd at an elevation higher than 
that o! said opening are mounted so that one of 
them has horizontal turnable movement relative 
to the other and whereby an endless non-ob 
structed geway is constantly provided be 
tween them extending trom the iiocculation zone 
to the' sedimentation zone. _ 

7. A unit of the class described comprising a 
tank divided by a partial partitioning means into 
horizontally-concentric inner and outer zones 
that are in constant hydraulic communication 
through a submerged peway provided by 
said partial partitioning means and into the in 
ner of which there is received liquid containing 
tioeculatable matter therein. eiiiuent withdrawal 
means for said tank by which supernatant liq 
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uid is passed and which determines a normal 
operative level of the liquid within the tank, and 
a sediment discharge; said inner zone having 
less depth than the outer one, and serving as a 
ñocculation section, ñoeeulating paddles verti 
cally-disposed for operation therein, means for 
moving said paddle: said outer none serving as 
a quiescent sedimentation section. and sediment 
raking biaded arms therein; characterized by at 
least two supporting bearings above the normal 
level o! the liquid within the tank, a turnable 
bearing member i'or said raking arms mounted 
on one oi’ said supportingr bearings. a vertically 
extending carrier connecting said supporting 
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bearing with said raking arms, thereby complet 
ing a raking assemblage, a second turnable bear 
ing member for said paddles mounted on another 
supporting bearing, a paddle support connected 
to said second turnabie bearing member and 
from which the biaded elements extend. thereby 
completing a ñocculating assemblage. said turn 
able bearing members and the parts connected to 
each being turnabie as separate unitary assem 
blies in horizontal closed paths about a com 
mon vertical1y~extending axis. ` 
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